Updates to Appendix A have been made to reflect changes in the components required.

1. Section 2 - the district asks for the bundle SKU. Which ethernet modules does the district want included? – The modules required in the 9410R bundle are shown in the updated Appendix A.

2. Section 2 - with the 2 modules included in the bundle, 4 LC-24XS cannot be added. Does the district want to get the 9410 instead? – The updated Appendix A shows a 9410R chassis.

3. Section 2 - which Supervisor module is requested? – The Supervisor 1 X is listed in the new Appendix A.

4. Section 2 - how many power supplies does the district request? – 4 power supplies will be required.

5. For all - the district is asking for the EDU SKU, this does not require a DNA subscription. Does the district require the 3 year DNA Subscription? – Yes.

6. Section 3 - line items are included for SmartNet on the switch hardware, but there is no line item for the SmartNet on the DNA Subscription. Is this an oversight? – We have verified with Cisco that there is no Smartnet on a DNA subscription.